
Aerial Passenger Travel at High Altitudes 
Aerial "Diving Suits'� and "Submarines" 

A
T a meeting 'of the "Scientific Commission" of the Aero 

Club of France, held April 30, 1919, an address was 
made by Dr. Guglielmimetti with respect tD the physio

logical probems involved in air travel at high altitudes. Dr. 
Guglielmimetti is a celebrated physiologist and for many years 
has devoted himself especially to the study of the effects of 
altitude upon the organs of the human body. He is of opinion 
tuat the most feasible method of carrying passengers through 
the air is at high altitudes in cabins wherein a normal at
mospheric pressure is maintained. Such a cabin obviously 
bears an anaLogy to a submarine. We quote below a portiDn 
'Of his address from a report in a recent number of 
L' Aerophile (Paris). 

Rapidity of morvemenlt is one of the factors concerned in 
the safety of an airplane since it is by this that the Latter 
is sustained in the air .... It is at very high altitudes ap
parently that the amosphere is most propitious to high rates 
of ,speed: since the ,air is lighter it offers less resistanc{7-an 
avion which travels 150 km. per hour at a height of 5,000 m 

is capable of trav,elling 300 km. per hour at 1,600 m. More
over the lair cUl,'rents, provided they are favorable, are far 
more rapid at such altitudes and are regulated by laws which 
are better known or which are at any rate more general in 
application than those which regulate the wind at lower alti
tudes .... It lies with the meteorologists to decide at what 
height new international, transcontinental and transoceanic 
routes should be laid out. 

But can the present day motors carry us at these high alti
tudes? This is a matter which must be referred to engineers 
and builders. In rarefied air the motor has need, like the 
man, of a supplementary supply of 'air. M. Rateau, a member 
of the Academy of Sciences, has had the ingenious idea of 
attaching to the escapement valve a turbine driven by the 
exhaust gases at a rate of 30,000 revolutions per minute. 
This motor drives a small centrifugal ventilator deSigned to 
compress to the normal pressure the air required by the 
motor. 

At the Aerotechnical Institute of St. Cyr, tlhe Technical Sec
tion of Aeronautics has installed an enormous exhaust caisson 
in which Dr. G,arsaux hals made obsevations upon the effect 
of different ,altitudes upon aviators. Captain Toussaint, the 
well-known authority upon aero-dynamics, intends to make 
use of this same caisson in experiments upo'n motors with 
respect to the work done at various altitudes. 

We now come to the question which interests us specially: 
is it possible to transport persons in good ihealth to high alti
tudes in the space ,of a few minutes without dLsturbing their 
heal

l
th, and if so to What altitude? Is the o,rganism capable 

of supporting these great variations of pressure and will the 
diminution in the tension of oxygen {1ermit the organism to 
survive, with a supply of oxygen? 

The researches of Paul Bert have taught us that the troubles 
comprised under the name of "altitude sickness" proceed 
from two causes: The sudden variation of the pressure and 
the influence upon the organilsm of the rarefied air. Let us 
explain by examples. 

A. If we place two sparrows under a bell jar in which the 
ak has been rarefied, when the barometric pressure within 
the bel[ jar has descended to 300 m/m--'Which corresponds to 
an altitude of about 7,000 m.-the birds exhibit signs of 
illness, at 200 m/m (an altHude of 12,000 m.) they stumble 
and stagger and then fall over and it makes little difference 
whether this depression h'a,sbeen attoained slowly, i. e. in the 
course of a quarter of an hour, or in only four or five minutes. 

If we ,continue to ex,haust the ail' until the pressure falls to 
180 m/m (an altitude of 15,000 m.) the birds become vio
len>tly 'agitated 'R!lld die in a few seconds. If oxygen be now 
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paSISed into the bell jar the birds immediauely recover. It 
has been proved t'lmt the illness thus p'roduced in the birds 
is due entirely to the lower tension of the oxygen in the 
blood, for if hydrogen be allowed to enter the bell jar instead 
of oxygen, the barometer at once ascends and the pressure 
becomes normal, but the birds fail to recover. 

B. When two gwinea pigs are endosed in the same bell jar 
containing rarefied air, but one of them is allowed to remain 
at rest, while the other is forced to ex,perience great fatigue 
(by means of a tread mill, for example) the latter animal 
will fall ill at a rarefaction corresponding to about 4,600 m., 
while the former will not exhibit indubitable altitude sickness 
until a rarefaction corresponding to about 8,000 m. is attained: 
If the air under the bell jar has been previously s aturated 
"ith oxygen however, the rarefaction can be carried much 
further without the s'lightest symptom of sickness being ex
hibited. It is evident that the animal at rest represents an 
aeronaut while the animal forced to exert itself actively 
represents a mountain climber. 

This question of the influence ,of rarefied air upon the hu
man organism is one with which I have long been intensely 
preoccupied. Having been born in the neighborhood of the 
Simplon, which poor Ohavez was the fil1st to fly ,over, giving 
his life to the cause of the progress of aviation, I climbed in 
my youth most of the lofty peaks of this mountain,ous region. 
I was very often skk but like nearly all Alpinists I attrib
uted this to fatigue, to the lack of sleep in the not very com
fortable eabins, or to stomach disturbances. Afrer climbing 
hour upon hour one is exhausted when one arrives at the 
t,op of the mountain, so that one takes but little 'account of 
the effect of the rarefacUon of Ithe air, and then when one 
descends he feels better just as he gets over being seasick 
when the boat stops. 

I had a very lively desire to make a prolonged sojourn 
upon the top of a Lofty mountain, in the first case so as to 
eliminate fatigue from my observations land secondly to see 
whether it is possible for the human organism to acclimate 
itself readily to higher altitudes. About this time it wrus 
pl,anned to construct a railro'ad to the top of the Jungfrau 
(4,000 m.) which gave spedal interest to the question. The 
Federal Swiss Council withheld its c"Onsent to this project 
until it could be determined what risks WOUld be run not 
only by the train crews and the workmen employed in con
struction, but by the passengers. In 1891, a unique o'pportu
nity presented itself----"1:he Jansen Expedition for the building 
of an 'Observatory at the summit of Mont Blanc at a height 
of 4,807 m. 

This expedition was to stay for seveDal weeks in the Vallot 
cabin a,t a .height 'Of 4,600 m One 'Of my confreres and 
myself 'Offered to give our services to the members of the 
expedition�some thirty guides and porters of Chamounix
and to make certain observations upon 'Ourselves. 

We all suffered more or less from mountain sickness. This 
malady is charactemzed by proJ1ound and accelerated respira
tion (which had but little efficacy ) ,  by an increase in the 

heart beat up to 120 beats per minute, by headache, by 
nausea, and by general exh,austion. The slightest effort in
duced la feeling 'Of sufLocaUon and an acceleration of the 
pulse up to 160 beats per minute. The l'aborers were em
ployed in digging a tunnel through the summit of the moun
tain in order to find a rock suirabIe f'Or the base of an iron 
observatory, which our colleague M. Eifel purposed to build. 
Upon observing these men I found that though they wert> 
accustomed to the mountain air they were not able t"O give 
more than a dozen strokes ,of the pick or to lift more than 
ten shovelfuls of snow bef'Ore finding it impossible to continue 
and having to be relieved in order to get llheir breat,h. Along 
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about the :Dourth or fifth day, however, we had all become 
acclimated except :DOl' two porters, who were ordered to de
scend to the Grand MuLet for fear of serious accident. Dr. 
Jacottet of Neuchatel, who h ad requested to take my place 
for a few days, died in the Vallot cabin the third day after his 
arrival, from mountain sickness. 

But these results obt'ained in mountain climbing must be 
compared with observations made in balloon ascents ; the lat
ter differ by being more rapid both in the ascent and in the 
descent and by imposing no especial fatigue upon the organ
ism. It was with the purpose of making such observations 
that I organized the first series of physioLogical balloon ascents 
by means of whioh it was proved that from 5,000 m. the inti
mate combusUons, the respiratory ex,changes in the tissues 
are augmented to a degree which it was not possible to foresee. 

Usually no noteworthy disturbances are experienced in a 
balloon up to 5,000 m., but from this point onward nearly 
all balloonist,s suffer and are unable to resist the effects of 
the rarefaction of the air except by continuous inhalaltions 
of oxygen. In 1912, Lieut. Bienaime with two passengers 
reached the altitude of 10,107 m. (tJhe French record) ; he 
began inhalations of oxygen at 4,000 m. taking 3 liters per 

CLOSED ICAJR FOR HIGH AL'TITUDIE BALLOONING. 

minute 'and keeping on his mask continuously. He made the 
a scent without feeling the slightest illness, but one of his 
passengers Who rook off his mask every two minutes in order 
to throw out ballast became unconscious at 8,000 m . ; how
ever, he was soon restored by a greater absorption of oxygen. 

The world record of altitude beLongs f1;0 Drs. Berson and 
Suhring, who 'ascended to a height of 10,800 m. in 1911. They 
acknowledged frankly having felt as if they were actually 
paralyzed, incapable of deciding to make t:he slightest move
ment and in spite of their inhalations of oxygen it required all 
their energy to keep from giving way to an almost invinci
ble sleepiness. .A,s soon as they stopped inhaling oxygen 
for a few minutes, they suffered increased heart palpitations 
and began to stagger. An English ,scientist, Glaisher, with 
a companion named Coxwell, ascended to a height of 8,860 m. 
He suffered greatly from balloon sicknes,s frnd complained 
especially of the great difficulty of using his arms which felt 
as if paralyzed. He had not inhaled oxygen and 'he fainted 
in the oar at about 7,000 m. in height. Another English 
aviatJor, Lang, ascended to 'frn estimated height of 9,500 m. 

with a passenger; the latter fainted at 7,500 m. because the 
tube l'eading ()xygen into his inhaler was broken. 

It is interesting to compare two ascensions made twenty 
years apart to show the progress made with respect to respi
ratory apparatus. The first was that of the Zenith which rose 
to 8,600 m. piloted by Tissandier, accompanied by Croce
Spinelli ,and Sivel, and the second was the ascent made by 
Colonel Bolsan and Godard in 1900 to 8,553 m. Paul Bert 
himself made the prelimintry arrangements in the first case. 
Together with hi,s pupUs, Croce-Spinelli and Sivel, he en
tered one of the pneumatic bell j1ars at the Sorbonne and ob
served that the beneficent 'action of oxygen enabled them to 
a void injury by the rarefaction of bhe air. Full of confi
dence in his t!heory the two younger savants started gaily 
for their trip on board the Zenith. They carried oxygen with 
them but it was enclosed in small bags such as are used 
in cases of illness. Two hours later when the balloon reached 
earth again the two young men were dead. Tissandier alone 
survived and he, too, had fainted . . .. According to the log 
kept by the pilot all three had inhaled oxygen but not until 
they reached a height of 6,500 m. This was rather late to 
begin and furthermore, Httle oxygen was consumed since 
the bags were found almost full. Croce and Sivel went to 
sleep at about 7, 100 m. and probably passed 'away in slumber. 
. . . When one is 'attacked by altitude sickness he experiences 
a considerable prostration ,and a mffiltal depression which 
makes him absolutely indifferent to 'all danger; the will is 
paralyzed as in ,seasickness. One has but a single desire-to 

DIVING UNI'l1S FOR FLIGH'l1S A.T HIGH ALTITUDES. 

be left utterly 'alone and allowed to go to sleep, even o n  a 
bed of snow at ia temperature of 20° C. below zero. One feels 
neither cold nor danger, but to go to sleep in this manner 
means to wake in another world. Good mountain guides know 
this and prevent climbers from going to sleep. Undoubtedly 
Croce ,and Sivel became stupefied and lacked both the will 
power and the strength to catch hold of t!he oxygen pipe whioh 
hung 'above them and which would have saved their lives. 

Oompare with this case the ascent made by Balsan and 
Godard to about the same altitude. Colonel Balsan has told 
me that he jlound it beginning to be difficult to work at a 
height of 6,000 m though he had commenced to inhale oxygen 
at 4,000 m. He suffered greatly 'and found it impossible to 
carry the oxygen tube to his mouth, his hand remaining mo
tionless a t a dis tance of 10 cm. 'and his will failing to exert 
itself. Godard hastily pas'sed the tube to him and in two 
minutes he was better. When Godard was sick he experienced 
the s'ame impossibility of action . . . .  Dr. Schroetter of Vi
enna made a sphygmographic traCing at 7,500 m. which was 
absol utely normal, thanks to the oxygen inhalation whi ch 
enabled 'him to perform at this altitude delicate and difficult 
mental and physioal operations. 

* * * * * * * 

There is little to be 'said with regard to the symptoms of 
oompression experienced during descent. M. Mallet has told 
me that he suffered more in the descent from a height of 
7,000 m than in the ascent, and Lieut Bienaime complained 
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of experiencing troubles of circulation the day after making 
hi,s record ascent . . . .  But a'side from the r,arefacUon of the 
air sudden variations of pressure are t,o be feared .. . finally, 
the question arises whether ordinary passengers will be able 
to navigate in the upper reaches o,f the air. The answer mu'st 
be-No. All these aeronauts are either young 8portsmen or 
picked men who have been ,subjected to a severe training 
which passengers could hardly be expected to undergo. 
Then, too, there might be found among the 1atter tlhose suf
fering from unsuspected troubles of the heart and blood 
vessels which might cause great variations of ipres1sure to be 
fatal to them . . . .  Further more, for some' unknown reason 
many pers'on8 cannot even bear the comparatively low alti
tude of 2,000 m. In my medical work at Zermal1:t (1,800 m.) 
I have seen travellers arrive from Paris and London who felt 
perfectly well until llhey had mounted the stairway of the 
hotel, when they suddenly experienced disturbing and even 
alarming symptoms; these generally abated 'after a night's 
rest but it was sometimes necessary to send such persons into 
'the valley to avoid 8erious accidents. 

* * * * * * * 

Let us now <lOnsider suitable remedies for altitude 
sickness. 

Improved and automatic respiratory apparatus may suffice 
for aviators whether sportsmen or military men, but if pas
sengers are to be transported it is hardly feasible to think 
of providing t'hem with similar masks, ,not only because 
these would considerably interfere with the pleasure of the 
v'oyage, but because they do nnt offer a sufficient guarantee 
against illne8s. . . . 

By means of diving bells, diving suits, and submarines, man 
is enabled to live in 'a milieu which provides no element to 
satisfy his lungs. Why could not similar 'apparatus be de
vised :!jor use in the upper regi,ons, of llhe air? The accom
panying diagrams shnw devices proposed to meet this end. 
The first is a dlosed cabin in which b oth passengers and 
pilots are surrounded by a normal atmospheric pressure which 
can easily be maintained by means of a pump. The weight of 

such a cabin holding twelve persons need not be more than 
two or three hundred kilograms, if composed of duralumin. 
The technical problems involved appear to be theoretically 
simpler than those which have been solved in the case of 
diving suits and submarines; even at the highest altitudes 
the difference of pressure between the inside and the outside 
air would nnt exceed mOore tlhan about half an atmosphere, 
while tne walls of a submarine are required to support a dif
ference of three or four atmospheres. Even supposing that 
an accidental crack appeared in the walls of the ,cabin so 
that the laUer was unable to maintain the constant pressure, 
it would always be easy t,o descend to a lower altitude. . . . 
As a matter of fact such 'a cabin is now being 8tudied by sev
eral builders and by the Technical Section of Aeronautics. 

I may terminate these remarks by !pentioning a project for 
a closed car and an aerial diving suit presented before the 
}l'rench Society of Aerial Navigation as long ,ago as 1871 . . . .  
This car, proposed by Louis Tridon, was composed of solid and 
flexible portio'nJs. The solid porUon was composed of a floor 
and roof of basket work. The roof served 'as a maneuvring 
car. At a high altitude the aeronaut was supposed to de
scend through a manhole into the lower car in which were 
p1aced compressed oxygen and cloths soaked in lime water 
to :absorb the carbon dioxide of tJhe breath. 

In 1900, M. Andrieux presented to the same Society the 
m odel of an aerial diving suit, consisting of air tight canvas. 
A special system of tubes fed by a reservoir of compressed 
oxygen 8erved to maintain around the aeronlaut 'a sufficient 
pressure to cause the air to circulate in such quantities as to 
ensure oomfortable respiration. 

Since these different quesUons 'concerning the navigation 
of the air at high altitudes are intimately connected, and 
interest physiCians and meterologi8ts as well as builders, I 
have requested the Scientific Commission of the Aero Club 
kindly t,o invite various specialists to be present at our 
meetings in order to obtain ,an exchange of views upon this 
subject . . .  which I hope may lead to di8cussion which will 
be of advantage to the progress of aeronautic science. 

The Instinct of Orientation In Ants 
The Operation of the Homing Instinct 

By Dr. Rudolf B run, Assistant in the Nerve Polyclinic of the University of Zurich 

;\ NTS are peculiarly adapted to the study of distance 
fi orientation for two reasons: First because of their 

settled and social manner of life which forces them 
constantly to return to a definite starting point, i. e., the nest, 
after all their expeditions, and secondly because, unlike bees, 
they lack wings, and it is thus easi'er to follow their move
ments during the course of experiments. 

The correct understanding of such a ,complicated biological 
process as is presented by the distance orientation of ants 
naturally requires an exact knowledge tof the anatomy and 
physiology of the organs of sense therein concerned as well 
as of the associatIon apparatus in the brain connected with 
these organs. Hence I will begin my remarks by recalling the 
essenUal features of these. 

The senses concerned in the orientation processes of ants 
are those of smell, of tOUCh, of sight, and of kinesthetic regis
tration. With respect to the last mentioned our information 
must be exclusively g,ained by experimental p hysiological 
analysis. With respect to the functions of the other senses 
the mere anatomical structure of the organs concerned fur
nishes us with at least partial data. 

The sense of smell is by far the most important possessed 
the odorous objects, which are perceived at the same time by 

*Translated for the SCIENTIFIC AM;ERICAN iMONTHLY, from the 

Biologische Oentralblatt (Leip,zLg). 

ants from the biological point of view. It is of essential 
importance for what I have called extero-ceptive orientation 
in space, because its peripheral end apparatus is localized 
superficially upon the symmetrical ,and extremelY mobile 
jointed antennae. The sense of smell in ants belongs, there
fore, like the human eye, to the relational senses, i. e. it is 
primarily a contact-odor 8ense which does not perceive the 
emanations from, various objects as does the human nose in 
a diffused mixture, but, on the contrary, 'in a quite definite ar
rangement in space, corresponding to the forms possessed by 
the tactile hairs of the feelers. It is upon this consideration 
that ForeP has based his brilliant contact-odor theory, or, 
theory Oof the topo-chemical tactile sense according to which 
ants become aware of sharply defined "odor forms" by means 
of ,their feelers. They are able to distinguish, for example, 
between round and square odors, hard and soft odors, ellip
tical and spherical odors, and they store up in their memories 
associated topo-chemical engram-'oomplexes corresponding to 
these odor forms in the same 'arrangement with respect to time 
and space in which they were originally perceived. Forel 
expressly emphasizes the fact, 'however, that ants can naturally 
make use of these. topo-chemical associations only to 'a very 

---"-" �-------

'Forel Ex'perien-ces et remarq'11es critiques sur Joes sensations des 
insects.-Rivista di Sc. BioI. II and III, ,Como 1900-1901.-Die Psych. 

Faehigkeiten del' Amei'sen, 2. Aufl�., Reinhardt, Munich 1902.-Sin

nesleden der Insekten, ebend. 1910. 
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